SECOND YEAR AWARD LIST 2018-2019

Dean’s Gold Scholar Award
Rachel Oster

Dean’s Silver Scholar Award
Jocelyn Rempel

Dean’s Bronze Scholar Award
Alysha Flipse

Bereskin & Parr LLP Prize in Patent Law
Samuel Campbell

Blakes Scholar Award
shared by
Ben Fickling (2019-2020)
and
Colette Koopman (2018-2019)

Senator Frank Carrell Upper Year Scholarship
shared by
Mackenzie Anderson
and
Kevin Droz
and
five first-year students
and
five third-year students
Christopher Riggs Administrative Law Scholarship
shared by
Donald Couturier
and
one third-year student

Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP Prize in Corporations and Taxation
shared by
Brennan Caldwell
and
Shannon Sturgeon

Dan Soberman Awards
shared by
Emily Beierl
and
Amy Chandler
and
Jennifer Ilton
and
Brandon Loehle

Dentons Canada LLP Award
Stacia Loft

C. Douglas MacLeod Memorial Scholarship
Colette Koopman
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Civil Procedure
shared by
Peter Douglas
and
Colette Koopman
and
Eric Znotins

Feminist Jurisprudence Award
shared by
Beth Burnstein
and
Serin Cho

H. George McKenzie, QC Scholarship in Taxation
shared by
Felix Lavoie
and
Alexander McPherson
and
one third-year student

Insolvency Institute of Canada Scholarship
Vanessa Yee

Agnes Lefas Memorial Scholarship
Aydin Sadagheh

George Norman Leipnik Award in International Legal Studies
Joynca Kang
McCarthy Tetrault LLP Scholarships
    Jocelyn Rempel

Nathens, Siegel LLP Scholarship
    Erin J amieson

P.E. Newbury Prize in Family Law
    Ian Farndon

Robinson-Ryan Award
    shared by
    Effie Lin
    and
    Isabella Mira
    and
    two third-year students

Professor H.R.S. Ryan Scholarship
    shared by
    Daniel-James Angelucci
    and
    Saroosh Wattoo
    and
    one third-year student

Samworth Advocacy Prize
    Jocelyn Rempel
David Sharpe Indigenous Law Student Award
shared by
Sophia Gabbani
and
Stacia Loft

Sherrard Kuzz LLP Prize in Labour Law, Employment Law & Administrative Law
Emily Kroboth

Stringer, Brisbin, Humphrey Prize in Labour Law
Daniel Heath

Susan J. Serena Scholarship
Alysha Flipse

The Faculty of Law Dean’s Council Diversity Award
Sophia Gabbani

The Queen’s Law Students’ Society Millennium Award
Nataly Dil

Queen’s Law Prize in Aboriginal Law
Dayna Murczek

Queen’s Law Prize in Administrative Law
shared by
Donald Couturier
and
one third-year student
Queen's Law Prize in Advanced International Law
Kevin Droz

Queen's Law Prize in Advanced Issues in Contract Law
Daniel-James Angelucci

Queen's Law Prize in Advanced Legal Research
shared by
Kristin AuCoin
and
Donald Couturier
and
Emily Valois

Queen's Law Prize in Alternative Dispute Resolution
shared by
Shane Liquornik
and
Dayna Murczek
and
Maddy Sequeira
and
Nicole Stasi

Queen's Law Prize in Appellate Advocacy
shared by
Tersha De Koning
and
one third-year student
Queen’s Law Prize in Business Associations  
shared by  
Alysha Flipse  
and  
Madison Stemmler

Queen’s Law Prize in Civil Procedure  
shared by  
Peter Douglas  
and  
Colette Koopman  
and  
Eric Znotins

Queen’s Law Prize in Clinical Litigation Practice  
Isabelle Mira

Queen’s Law Prize in Clinical Prison Law  
shared by  
Murray Fallis  
and  
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Commercial Law  
Eric Znotins

Queen’s Law Prize in Communications Law  
Daniel Angelucci

Queen’s Law Prize in Competition Law  
Samuel Campbell
Queen’s Law Prize in Criminal Procedure
Jocelyn Rempel

Queen’s Law Prize in Employment Law
shared by
Brandon Loehle
and
Max Saunders

Queen’s Law Prize in Environmental Protection Law
Daniel Angelucci

Queen’s Law Prize in Evidence
shared by
Daniel-James Angelucci
and
Saroosh Maqbool Wattoo
and
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Family Law
Ian Farndon

Queen’s Law Prize in First Nations Negotiations
Stacia Loft
Queen’s Law Prize in Feminist Legal Studies Workshop
shared by
Marion Blight
and
Beth Burnstein
and
Serin Choi
and
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Health Law
Alysha Flipse

Queen’s Law Prize in Insolvency Restructuring
Vanessa Yee

Queen’s Law Prize in International Criminal Law
shared by
Jenna Rumeo
and
Eric Znotins

Queen’s Law Prize in International Environmental and Resource Law
See-Hung Lee

Queen’s Law Prize in International Human Rights
shared by
Marion Blight
and
Madison Stemmler
Queen’s Law Prize in Labour Law
Daniel Heath

Queen’s Law Prize in Mental Health Law
shared by
Kevin Akrong
and
Krysten Zator

Queen’s Law Prize in Mining Law, Policy, and Communities
shared by
Naylor Lobban
and
one third-year student

Queen’s Law Prize in Negotiations
shared by
Ben Fickling
and
Simon Townsend

Queen’s Law Prize in Patent Law
Samuel Campbell

Queen’s Law Prize in Private Equity Law
Thomas Daechsel

Queen’s Law Prize in Queen’s Business Law Clinic
Colette Koopman
Queen's Law Prize in Queen's Elder Law Clinic
Brennan Caldwell

Queen's Law Prize in Queen's Family Law Clinic
Erin Jamieson

Queen's Law Prize in Securities Regulation
Ian Farndon

Queen's Law Prize in Structuring Business Transactions
Jasmine Kruschel

Queen's Law Prize in Taxation
shared by
Dennis Do
and
Ian macLeod
and
Simon Townsend
and
Krysten Zator

Queen's Law Prize in Trial Advocacy
shared by
Kristin AuCoin
and
Dennis Beeby
and
Jocelyn Rempel